Grey Matter
The Central Nervous System for Your Network’s AI

Enable 360° Operations AI
Surface customer digital experience insights for executives, line directors, developers, and operators.

Reduce Infrastructure Costs
Ensure optimal resource usage with advanced telemetry, SLA management, and AI — all working together as a distributed service mesh.

Increase Scalability & Portability
Learn, adapt, and act on any infrastructure to scale up, down, out, or in, within seconds, dynamically and predictively.

Increase Developer Speed & Operations Control
Sidecar-managed administrative infrastructure control frees developers to focus on writing next-generation services.

Lower CapEx & OpEx
Move away from resources that are expensive to license, operate, and administrate at nano-scale.

Save up to 30% on your cloud operations with Grey Matter.

Algorithms distribute system loads to where the system is strongest, streamlining your operations and reducing CapEx and OpEx.

Dynamically align sensors, cognitive analytics, and data connections to achieve complex business outcomes with more resource efficiency.

Unique service-level insight and control for precise business objectives measurement and management.
Slash operations costs and enable enterprise SLA with Grey Matter’s intelligent discovery, analytics, and operational management.

Reclaim excess multi-cloud capacity, redirecting it to where you need it most.

Reduce your enterprise cloud operations CapEx and OpEx through intelligent SLM and service workload distribution.

Enable developers across any cloud or platform while managing the end-to-end application lifecycle.

Modernize your infrastructure and speed application development.

Enable total IT control via fine-grained policy-based template creation and administration.

Modernize infrastructure, scale networks, and reduce costs.

Break from the monolith, gaining service mesh-enabled precision, modularity, reliability, accessibility, and security across practically any container, or virtual machine, even down to bare metal.

Decipher Technology Studios, LLC (Decipher), is an industrial AI software company. We build Grey Matter, the enterprise service mesh platform for cognitive infrastructure management.

To learn more about what Grey Matter can do for your organization, visit deciphernow.com or contact Mr. Chris Holmes (President/CEO) at chris.holmes@deciphernow.com for more details.